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MINUTES:DRAFT                                                                                                 Paper 1a 

TITLE:   Locality Commissioning meeting - Oxford City 

Held on: 8 November 2017; 1-3pm at Jubilee House 

Present:    see attendance list at end 
 

 

  Action 

1 Welcome, Apologies, Introductions + Declarations of Interest 
Welcome: Kathryn Wilkinson, patient rep from Donnington.   
Matthew Lawrence, new PMgr at 19 Beaumont Street.  James from 
Luther Street.  Veronica Barry from Healthwatch.  
DOI – a table was circulated for practices to insert missing dates.  
JAH to continue to chase gaps and ensure file upload to OCCG public 
website.   

 
 

  STANDING ITEMS 
 

2 Minutes of the Meeting held on:  14.10.17  
Matters arising not covered elsewhere –  
360 degree survey – reminder that concerns to JAH / DC as seeking 
improvements in the way we work 
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Patient Participation Group Forum – Elaine Cohen attended with 
Kathryn Wilkinson, patient rep from Donnington practice.   
EC advised she had met with the other Locality Forum Chairs, and 
was also meeting CQC when this was arranged.  
DONM = 6.12.17, with a pre-meet planned late November.  Focus will 
be on how PPG are really working and what support is required, so is 
a patient only event at this stage.  Practices to please encourage 
PPG reps to come along – not wider public yet or Practice Managers 
at this meeting – will be a Chatham house discussion.   
 
City Core Development Group had looked at the abbreviated power 
point on the Locality Plan, and helpfully took the 20 page slide set and 
cut it down to 6, took out management words, and are now testing it 
on two local practices prior to circulation to face to face / virtual grps. 
   
DC thanked the group for doing this as he felt it was important to have 
real patient engagement, particularly as we move into covering the 16 
projects identified.  How this engagement will be managed has yet to 
be established.  It was suggested that it would be useful to have this 
new slide set put on practice screens in waiting rooms in time when 
the detail is sorted.  JAH to circulate it to practices once the patient 
engagement event has taken place.   
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Healthwatch Oxon - Veronica Barry introduced the group to the role 
she held servicing the 6 locality Forums countywide meetings.  She is 
working with the Forum Chairs to look at PPGs, and will feed in how 
this goes via the groups and into OCCG.  She is working with Elaine 
in Oxford re the workshop above of reps for Oxford PPGs to give 
them a chance to come together and talk.  She will listen to what 
support they require re needs and issues and look at how to support 
PPG groups.  veronica.barry@healthwatchoxfordshire.co.uk   
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Monthly Update from Locality Clinical Director – David Chapman 
 
OCCG Chair post – Dr Kiren Collison appointed.   
OCCG CEO post  - interviews have been held – results will come out 
in the GP Bulletin.   
 
HOLD The Date – Introduction to Practice Mergers 12 December 
2017:  (extract from GP Bulletin 15.11.17)  
The CCG are organising ‘An introduction to mergers / working at 
scale’ workshop on 12 December at 7.30-10pm in Jubilee House 
Oxford for GPs and practice managers.  We are currently finalising 
the agenda which we hope will go out in the GP Bulletin next 
week.   Please hold the date.   Space will be limited but if there is 
much demand we will look to holding another workshop after 
Christmas. (NB date announced originally was 7th December but was 
changed after the locality meeting to 12.12.17.) 
 
IAPT LTC (through Talking Space Plus - is looking at particular 
LTC, cardiac, respiratory, diabetes, and chronic fatigue syndrome,.  If 
practices have patients with mild anxiety / depression then please 
refer to IAPT LTC.  Form available to use – local form in OCCG folder 
to download on all practice systems.  It would be better if in this 
situation, GPs refer patients so they can describe LTC.   Email 
address available here on the form.  
 
MSK physio - Healthshare working hard to reduce waiting list and 
prioritise patients.  Patients concerned over appointments – please 
bear with this.   
From 18.11.17 practices MUST use ERS – it creates a virtual 
appointment similar to previous MSK hub model– don’t give 
paperwork to patient they will be confused by the nature of the ‘virtual 
clinic’.  Healthshare will view it and arrange an appropriate 
appointment with the patient directly.  14000 appointments made 
already, 2000 left and working on these.   
 
Q re why some podiatry to one place and not to another?  
A = biomechanical and orthotics  to MATT. Anything diabetes or high 
risk related to  nephropathy go via Diabetic podiatry service separate 
or other parts of the system – the Downloaded referral forms in the 
OCCG folder within practices should make this clear. If you find any 

 
 
ALL 
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anomalies please feedback to Planned Care team.  
Work is underway to align radiology with ICE – more to follow.  
 
Freedom to Speak Up Guardian – (paper 9) – OCCG is taking on 
this role for practices with Sula Wiltshire the contact.  Practices to put 
her details into policy documents please.   (Note she is also the 
Cauldicott Guardian for OCCG if that is useful to know too).   
Sula Wiltshire | Director of Quality/Lead Nurse, Oxfordshire Clinical 
Commissioning Group | Jubilee House, 5510 John Smith Drive, Oxford 

Business Park South, Oxford OX4 2LH | Tel: 01865 336723| Email: 
sula.wiltshire@oxfordshireccg.nhs.uk | Web: www.oxfordshireccg.nhs.uk 
 
Electronic consultations – (paper 11) – Background is that NHSe 
want online consultations / online triage –patient uses a web form and 
this forms part of a system. OCCG has to agree any system and so 
the aim will be to support ALL primary care. 
 MD asked for a show of hands around who already did use email 
contacts with patients    

 Any triage online  – 18 doing 

 Who triages via telephone – almost all 

 Online responses of any sort – email occasional.  Some do 
everyday for planned discourse.  However some patients 
repeatedly ask via email once they know the GP will do this.  

 Any non-urgent email filter vetting – no. 

 Pilot of a system – any interest?  Time / Funding?  Yes SHC, 
Temple Cowley, Hollow Way,   Patient involvement requested 
as well.   

 
Digitalisation of Records – DC advised that some £400k of OCCG 
funding was being allocated to support all practices and would 
particularly help those with estate capacity restrictions to free up 
consulting room space by allowing digitalisation of all notes.  
Practices who wished to progress with note digitalisation could advise 
JAH.  More details to follow.   
 
NHSe ETTF capital funding slippage – OCCG had been allocated a 
very small amount in the last round of national bids, and as some bids 
elsewhere had not progressed, we were being advised some slippage 
could become available at very short notice.  Therefore if practices 
had requested EFFT funding (or even if other funding stream monies 
became available) it behoved practiced to have a PID on the shelf so 
they could bid quickly.  Bids could come via JAH who would pass 
them on to primary care contracting team.   
 
Planning applications – JAH has a role to input into any planning 
applications (currently looking at housing over 20 dwellings), so 
practices were asked to let JAH know if they became aware of any 
early intentions.  By the time a build starts it is way too late.  OCCG is 
seeking s106 and CIL funding to support primary care infrastructure 
and ensure Health is considered when new plans are made.   

mailto:sula.wiltshire@oxfordshireccg.nhs.uk
http://www.oxfordshireccg.nhs.uk/
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Social Prescribing Steering Group – DONM = 23.11.17 – OxFed is 
working with Citizens Advice Bureau and MIND, supported by other 
stakeholders, to put forward a bid for national funding.  Focus is 
mapping a directory of services across the system, a unified referral 
form, and working in neighbourhood teams.  
 
City PCP meetings - 3 actions from workshops 
KK advised the 3 Action proposals – Flu/ Mental Health/Loneliness 
and a template on these would be out shortly to practices to progress.   
The Flu action has already been taken by previous practices 
discussions and summaries by KK on behalf of all, so practices only 
need to continue to keep their numbers up.   
A mental Health 10 patient template is under construction by DC and 
would come out with the 3 Action template.   
Practices to record Loneliness – codes available are: 

 Lonely 1B1K (is code on PCNs template anyway) 

 Social isolation 13HL 

 9NtA Seen by community navigator - the practice care 
navigators enter this when they visit through their template.  

 8T09 Referral to Social Prescribing Service  
 

5 OxFed Practice Update – Dr Louise Bradbury  
(confidential paper – seek from JAH if required).  

LB updated on 7 day access, which is progressing quickly.  
 
November – OxFed has introduced physiotherapy with 3-4 see and 
treat clinics now running and will be assessed for how well it is 
managing.   
A new Hub is being delivered from Summertown on Fridays and from 
Botley on Mondays. 
December – will have minor illness clinics roll out – referral guidelines 
to be circulated as part of Winter pressure money. 
January – all appointments should be being used to capacity.  GP 
appointments well used. 
ICE issue from Hubs almost cracked from yesterday – which in turn 
helps phlebotomy. 
 
January – planning to feedback to practices on learning, what is 
working well or not.  Note with the self-populating feedback referral 
form – can’t look back at appointments.  48 hours after seen a patient 
by GP involved.  So feedback helpful.  Launch in January so staged 
introduction on this. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

ITEMS REQUIRING CLINICAL FEEDBACK 
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Sustainability and Transformation: Place based plans 
 
Place Based Plan  - latest version here.  DC sought comments from 
practices to ensure this aligned with people’s views on what City 
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hoped to achieve.  Send comments via DC or JAH please.   
 
A question was asked about Accountable Care Organisations – these 
are not yet in Oxfordshire, but talks are taking place.  Bucks CCG is 
an ACO and learning will be taken from here around their approach.   
 
Workforce survey – JAH thanked all practices for completing this, 
and will chase where some responses are not as expected.  When 
analysed the results will come back to the group.   
 
Primary Care Mental Health - DC introduced a paper on Mental 
Health and table discussions ensued, seeking views on where the 
current gaps were, and what perhaps could be done about them.   
Tables then fed back their responses, and these will be incorporated 
into the planning process as funding is available for a year and 
evaluation on what works well will be undertaken.   
 
Note – the PCP 3 Actions has a section on MH, with a request for the 
top 5-10 complex patients to be identified along with what MH aspects 
they have, and what might help their behaviour factors.  This will then 
provide a picture of what can be developed to help.  Just because a 
patient had a personality disorder diagnosis did not mean they were 
causing problems; the request if for patients to be identified where 
their needs may not be being met within current services.  
No names please, and if you have more than 10 please feel free to 
state all. 
 
Frailty Pathway update – national funding for this went to the 
Accountable Care Organisations so OCCG missed out, however this 
pathway was needed and work would continue to progress it.   
 
Process for Prioritisation of different projects - Prioritisation of 
each of the projects would now take place as funding was limited and 
not all areas may be possible to take forward in the short term.  
However steps to improve things would continue over the next 5 
years. 
 
Public Engagement Event planned 23.11.17  6.30-8pm at St 
Gregory School will focus on the City Place Based Plan and the 
priority areas identified therein.  Information had gone out via Talking 
Health, GP Bulletin etc.  Practices to encourage patients to attend.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
Note 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 REQUIRING CLINICAL DECISION  

7 N/A  

 UPDATE & OPPORTUNITY FOR DISCUSSION  

8 
 
 
 

Minor Eye Conditions – Tom Stocker, OCCG  
paper 4a slides, 4b pathway, 4c patient leaflet  
TS advised practices that this service was proving very popular with 
lots of unmet need being identified by pharmacists and eye casualty, 
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and therefore the criteria for access would be more stringently applied 
via triage, particularly for self-referring attenders.  A pharmacy launch 
is planned 15.11.17.   
Red flags are being identified on a proforma.  
Eye casualty is not A&E, and is usually a booked service elsewhere, 
so clinicians are looking into this, as well as putting optometrists onto 
ERS.   

 
 
 
 
 

  FORWARD PLANNING  

 
 

1. SCAN pathway launch  - Zoe Kaveney, OCCG, presentation  
ZK advised this service is now available to City as it had been rolled 
countywide in a phased manner.  The service is for Low risk but not 
No risk patients, for people who did not fit the normal 2ww categories.   
NOTE :  please do NOT use the dummy form anymore – the new 
form is self-populating.   
 
Packs of information were provided for each practice, with more 
available from ZK should practices wish.  
Zoe.Kaveney@oxfordshireccg.nhs.uk   
 
10 High Impact Changes report here– Julie-Anne Howe, OCCG 
JAH advised this paper followed on from the learning events held in 
2016/17 which practices had found very beneficial, and this year 
focused on the 10 High Impact Changes.  Note the Excel file has 
information from each Practice Manager, and there is a file for each of 
the 10 areas so learning can be shared.  Q3 and Q4 would also be 
brought to the group so information could be shared across practices. 
  

 
 
 
 
 

 WHITE SPACE/AOB   

10 Discharge form duplication – MD is still chasing this –OUHFT not 
yet resolved.  
 

Email Advice Lines UPDATED: 
You can find an updated and verified list of e-mail advice lines on the 
OCCG website to support you in caring for patients.  Please share 
this with all clinicians. 
 

Constructive feedback - DC outlined a letter he had received which 
constructively points to lots of good ideas for improvement, e.g. 
several references to 15 min appointments – how to make this 
happen, community hospital model commitment, virtual wards good 
idea but how to staff it with 7 day access – actual numbers. 
Dermatology – reduced OP – doing more work in practice – want 
payment 
International Dr – requests more detail 
 

However, DC advised that many emails he receives are not as 
constructive. He asked GP Leads who sit at this table to ensure they 
understood the context of discussions by reading the papers (paid 
time of 2 hours), and feed back to their colleagues in practice (paid 
time of another hour), so that communication could be framed in a 

 
 

mailto:Zoe.Kaveney@oxfordshireccg.nhs.uk
http://www.oxfordshireccg.nhs.uk/professional-resources/email-advice.htm
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useful way.  People in the OCCG  are working hard to support 
practices across the locality and it would be helpful if practices could 
behave in a professional manner and respond appropriately.  
 

FOR INFORMATION – City papers: 
Paper 7 – GP Psychiatry event 13.12.17 
Paper 8 -  Planned Care project update  
Paper 9 -  Freedom to Speak Up Guardian - guidance  
Paper 10 -  International GP Recruitment – seeking host practices 
Paper 11 -  On-line e consultation pilot – seeking champions 
Paper 12 -  Altogetherbetter – reducing the pressure on General Practice: a 
new model of care  

 Date of Next Meetings:  

Meeting + Planned Items Date Time Venue 

Locality group meeting 14.12.17 1-3pm Jubilee House 

Locality group meeting 11.1.18 1-3pm Jubilee House 

Locality group meeting 8.2.18 1-3pm Jubilee House 

Locality group meeting 8.3.18 1-3pm Jubilee House 
 

Attendees  9.11.17 
Practice  Lead/ Clinician Practice manager 

Banbury Road Dr Tony Maddison  

Bartlemas Surgery (EOHC) Dr Sheena Sharma Julie Eley 

Botley MC Dr Aintzane Ballestero  

Cowley Rd, was EOHC Dr Alana Fawcett Dr Andreas Kyrris 

Donnington MP Dr Sharon Dixon Alan Mordue  

Hedena Health = Bury Knowle, 
Barton, Wood Farm,  

Dr Andrew Collins  
 

Hollow Way MC Dr Louise Bradbury 
Dr David Chapman 

 

Jericho  - Dr Leaver &Prts Dr Lawrence Leaver  Clare Messenger 

King Edward St. Dr MaryKate Kilkaldy  

The Leys HC Dr Bridget Greer   

Luther Street Dr James Porter  

Manor Surgery Dr Gareth Jones  

Observatory Medical Practice Dr. Karen Walker  Jon Frank  

South Oxford HC Dr Nick Wooding    

St Bartholomews Dr Alison Fairley  

St Clements Dr Ishanthi Bratby 
Dr Liam Linney  

Wei Wei Mao   

Summertown HC Dr Sanjay Mehta  Heidi Devenish 

Temple Cowley Dr Andrew Wilson David Evans 

19 Beaumont street Dr Chris Kenyon Matthew Lawrence 

27 Beaumont street Dr Catherine Benson Elizabeth Baldock 

28 Beaumont street Dr Matthew Easdale Julie Batchelor  

GP Deputy Leads  Dr Merlin Dunlop  
Dr Karen Kearley  
Dr Andy Valentine – apols   

 

PPG Forum member Elaine Cohen, Deputy Chair  
Kathryn Wilkinson  

 

OxFed Nigel Moore  

City Locality Sponsor Sharon Barrington  

Speakers Tom Stocker, Zoe Kavanagh,   

In attendance:  Julie-Anne Howe (JAH) + notes,  Catherine Mountford (OCCG Exec) 

 


